
NEXT CLUB MEETINGSNEXT CLUB MEETINGS
Green Square Community Hall 
3 Joynton Avenue Zetland

7pm Tuesday 12 December 2017

Christmas mee ng – see details 
opposite 

7pm Tuesday 13 February 2018
NOTE! No January mee ng. February 
mee ng Sue our patron will do a 
special demonstra on.

CONTACT DETAILSCONTACT DETAILS

0432 461 025

info@sydneycitybonsai.org.au

h p://sydneycitybonsai.org.au

PO Box 486
Summerhill NSW 2130

COMMITTEECOMMITTEE
Patron Sue Brennan
President Bryan
Vice President TBA
Secretary David
Treasurer Chris
Newsle er Editor Roz
Librarian Les
Commi ee Frank & John

MEMBERSHIPMEMBERSHIP
Full Membership $40
Concession $25
Family $55
Pensioner $25

SCBC wishes to thank Sydney City 
Council for their continued support for 
our club by providing the hall at a 
reduced rate.

December MeetingDecember Meeting
• Christmas get together – bring in a plate of food to share. Please 

don’t over cater as we want to minimise wasteful le overs. SCBC 
Commi ee will supply beverages.

• BRING IN A BONSAI as part of door entry for members. We will 
have a set of mystery categories only known to Chris as prizes.

• Op onal  - You can decorate a bonsai using a theme from a well 
known movie, song, book tle or saying. See if members can 
guess your decorated tree theme. A Christmas theme is OK too!

• Begin thinking about which tree/s you may like to prepare for our 
SCBC stand at the Sydney Easter Show or entry into the 2018 
compe on. See Chris for details.

                                  Christmas fun! 

 James’ 2017 Christmas bonsai
complete with flashing lights.

Sue’s innovative theme: “Gaol House
Rock”

You can win even without decorating your tree – just bring a bonsai to the
meeting and you may win one of the mystery categories!

In this Issue:In this Issue:
• Root over Rock Demonstra on by Peter – page 2 & 3

• Privet Ra  – It Pays To Give It A Go!  -page 3

• Root over Rock Progression Series – page 4

• Making Bonsai/Penjing Landscapes– page 5 & 6

• Bonsai Events Calendar _ page 6

RemindersReminders
No SCBC mee ng in January:  Have a happy fes ve season and see you all 
in February!
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ROOT OVER ROCK TECHNIQUEROOT OVER ROCK TECHNIQUE
Peter Demonstrates Root Over RockPeter Demonstrates Root Over Rock
One of Peter’s favourite bonsai styles is root over rock. 
He showed us some samples of results from years gone 
by and pointed out some of the things he learned about
choosing suitable rocks for this technique.

23 year old privet – originally
a cutting – clinging around

the rock

20+ year European olive on
quartz – note how the rock

has pitted a lot with
weathering.

This corky bark privet is
growing on basalt – about

12 years old
Elm on volcanic rock

Don’t choose a so  rock with an aggressive tree. So  
rocks will break up over me or the tree will “swallow 
up the rock”. For this demonstra on Peter will do a 
Chinese elm. He checked out the roots a couple of 
weeks ago to ensure that they were of sufficient length 
for the root over rock style.

Chris’ fig has swallowed up the rock 

First, choose the be er side of the rock. Take the plant 
out of the pot but do not cut the roots. Try to get the 
root to sit over the rock so that the roots follow the 
contours of the rock.

Peter uses rubber bands rather than wire to hold the 
root ini ally just to get the roots where you want them 
to go. Another suitable e is budding tape. Wire is not 
as suitable as it will o en leave wire marks as the root 
grows. Peter regularly uses muck – a s cky mixture of 
cow dung, clay and water – to help the root cling to the 
rock crevices. Muck already made up can be bought at 
bonsai nurseries. Otherwise you can just use soil. 

Peter first examines where
the roots can run on the rock.

Without cutting them, he
begins to secure the roots

with rubber bands as a
temporary measure. Where

the roots will not run into the
crevices as desired he used
polystyrene pieces to push
them in. Alternatively you

could use “muck” 

Once the roots are in the desired places you then need 
to wrap the root and rock with cling wrap. Officeworks 
has rolls of cling wrap the width of which is much be er
that the grocery store variety. Another method of 
wrapping was suggested by James. He wraps with a tea 
towel with muck under it.
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ROOT OVER ROCK ROOT OVER ROCK CONTINUEDCONTINUED  & PRIVET RAFT& PRIVET RAFT
Peter – Root over Rock Peter – Root over Rock continuedcontinued

With the roots protruding at
the bottom, Dave and Peter

wrap the rock and plant with
cling wrap. This was followed

up with repeated knots of
stocking. 

A er the first wrapping (i.e. cling wrap) Peter used a 
stocking repeatedly tying knots hold the plas c wrap 
and further press the roots to the rock. 

When po ng, Peter uses fer lised soil to encourage 
root growth. The container has to be sufficiently deep 
to enable you to cover the protruding roots plus the 
root/rock area. You need to have at least 5cm of soil in 
the bo om of the pot and then slowly cover the 
root/rock up leaving only about 5 cm of root/rock 
exposed. When you water, you water from the top and 
this will ensure that some of the water will run behind 
the plas c keeping the root/rock area moist. 

Root over rock requires pa ence – so generally leave for
about one year before checking and adjust and re-wrap 
where required.

Super Easy Shohin MethodSuper Easy Shohin Method

Shohin a Shohin b

Shohin c

With thanks Ausbonsai,
Doug Evans and Lee

Privet Raft -  It pays to give it a go!Privet Raft -  It pays to give it a go!

Neville’s Privet ra  was a great show and tell at last 
month’s mee ng. 

When our Patron Sue moved to her new abode she had 
a very old Privet hedge that she wanted to remove. 

Neville and James went to see if there was anything 
interes ng for bonsai and dug 4 privets which were 
immediately pruned. Neville no ced a very twisted old 
branch lying on its side on the ground. “Mm maybe a 
possible bonsai ra !” 

An old nursery trough was found, and Neville shredded 
the underside of the branch and added some roo ng 
hormone and covered most of the branch with soil. 
Within 2 weeks there were privet buds all over the 
place. 

After 8 months the raft bonsai is taking shape.

Neville will now further develop the ra  and find a 
suitable pot. He prefers to maintain a rectangular shape 
for this par cular ra .
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ROOT OVER ROCK PROGRESSION SERIES ROOT OVER ROCK PROGRESSION SERIES 
Root over Rock from Bonsai4meRoot over Rock from Bonsai4me
The following progression series comes from Bonsai4me
( h p://bonsai4me.com/AdvTech/ATRootoverrock.htm )

Commencing in Autumn of 2001, an elm bare root 
sapling root was acquired and the roots were draped 
around a rock and wrapped in plas c wrap with the 
bo om roots protruding.  Hor cultural sand was fed 
between the plas cs sheet and the rock. The 
composi on was planted temporarily in a pot for two 
months then transplanted into the ground. The tree 
grew freely un l Autumn 2004. Care was taken to 
ensure that the roots on the rock did not dry out. The 
longer you leave the plant in the ground the be er 
adherence of the root to the rock.

Tree after lifting in Autumn
2004. The shallow root

system at the bottom is a
result of putting a tile under

the plant when planted in the
ground

Three years after initial plastic wrapping, the plant is potted
and the plastic wrap carefully removed.

From Autumn 2004 to
September 2006 the branch
taper and ramification was

developed

Spring 2008, and in leaf 
Height of tree 3"/7.5cm, height above soil level 8.5"/21cm 

Inspirational Root over Rock BonsaiInspirational Root over Rock Bonsai

Nick Lenz Root Over Rock
(Winter). This stunning apple
tree sits at a steep angle atop

a large rock with roots
dripping over the rock
merging with the soil

Another Nick Lenz
masterpiece. This larch is
called “Downhill Skier”.

Perfect harmony with the
form of the tree and the rock.

The roots of this Larix
laricina hare really infiltrated

the crevices of this rock.

Chinese Elm hugs this very
interesting shaped rock with
a beautiful balance created

by the shape of the tree itself.
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MAKING BONSAI/PENJING LANDSCAPESMAKING BONSAI/PENJING LANDSCAPES
Making Bonsai/Penjing LandscapesMaking Bonsai/Penjing Landscapes

This immediate view landscape from “awesome bonsai in
Pinterest” is so realistic. 

(I could not find the name of the artist to give due credit)

Another very useful way to use rocks with bonsai is in 
crea ng landscapes. It is important that you find 
suitable sized rocks with crags and crevices and they 
need to be of the same texture and colour.. As with root
over rock so  stones like sandstone to represent a 
mountain is not suitable as it will degrade too quickly 
with constant watering. 

You will need a fla sh bo om tray in order to firmly sit 
your rocks on and use a cement to fix them into 
posi on. Also you can use waterproof glue like 
“Kneadit” or “No Nails” or similar to fix in posi on or to 
glue stones together to get the size and shape you 
want.

Layout or framing the scene first is key to 
success

BEFORE you cement or glue anything you need to frame
your scene. Will it be a distant, intermediate or 
immediate landscape view? Will it be a landscape or a 
water-land scene?  

For a distant view, you will need to choose trees that are
small in rela on to the size of the rocks. Otherwise the 
landscape will not look realis c.

The opposite holds for a near view scene. Here you will 
want to focus so you can see the detail of the taller 
trees. When looking at the near view landscape photo 
shown above – you can imagine you self standing a 
short distance from the single dominant tree and 
looking across the rocks and up to the tree seeing the 
detail in the upper branches.

In this distant view the rocks represent 
the mountains and the trees are small.

With a distant landscape where the rocks will dominate 
you need to carefully posi on the rocks before you start
se ng any trees. With a land or water-landscape near 
view the dominant trees will need to be posi oned first 
and then the rocks. 

It is useful to draw up a plan and then try it and adjust it
before you finally se le on the rela ve posi ons of the 
rocks and the trees. For placement of the dominant 
trees you may have to glue some wire holding points to 
the tray so that the trees can be held firmly in posi on.

If you are going to make a land-water composi on you 
need to place the shoreline of rocks before you actually 
add the trees. To make it look natural it must start wider
and off-centre at the front of the tray then it meanders, 
not in a straight line to the back of the tray, but curving 
its way around the rocks and then finishes at the back of
the tray behind a tree or rock.  This way it will give the 
illusion that the pot is deeper and the path/river goes 
on forever into the distance.

Once you have pencilled in the path of the shoreline, 
you need to choose the actual rocks and placement. 
Look at natural shorelines to mimic how the rocks 
should be placed and in perspec ve of the scene and 
the “flow” of the water.

It is desirable to choose rapid hardening cement and 
add water pigment colour to match the rock colour. 
Rock surfaces need to be clean and dry. Apply a full, 
even coat of silicone cement on the bo om side of the 
rock and carefully place it in the desired posi on. 

Once the cement is dry and there are no gaps in the 
shoreline you can then finally posi on the dominant 
trees. 
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LANDSCAPES LANDSCAPES CONTINUED CONTINUED & EVENTS CALENDAR& EVENTS CALENDAR
Landscapes Landscapes continuedcontinued
To make it look natural it must start wider and off-
centre at the front of the tray then it meanders, not in a
straight line to the back of the tray, but curving its way 
around the rocks and then finishes at the back of the 
tray behind a tree or rock.  This way it will give the 
illusion that the pot is deeper and the path/river goes 
on forever into the distance.

The best way to choose the mix of plants and rocks for a
landscape is really to study actual natural landscapes or 
pictures of them so you can recreate the ambiance that 
each landscape type provides. 

Natural willow trees at West Lake in China – the inspiration 
for the water and land penjing below

Chinese Tamarisk “Early Spring” by the designer Yao Naigong.
(Source Zhao Qingquan “Penjing:The Chinese Art of Bonsai)

 

 Some of the trees that are good to use in landscapes – 
Chinese elms, small Kingsville box, Serissas, miniature 
wisteria, small Cotoneasters, small Sao-to-me azaleas, 
small Sargent’s juniper (slow growing), small seedling 
figs, and the list goes on.  Small Australian na ve plants 
can also be used to make an Australian outback scene 
complete with reddish soil and brownish rocks.  
Baeckeas, small seedling Water Gums, small Casuarinas,
and Kunzeas all require lots of water so these can also 
make a good mixed landscape. 

Once all the main elements are in posi on including all 
of the accent plants and or grasses that you have 
chosen, you may like to add fine pebbles or coarse sand 
on some edges. Where appropriate small animals or 
figurines can be added. However, they must be in 
propor on to the scene and used sparingly.

Landscapes are a lot of fun – and when trees grow out 
of propor on – you can pull the landscape apart and 
use the larger trees for ordinary bonsai and the rocks 
can form the basis for another landscape or water-land 
scene.

Chinese Elm on Turtle Shell Rock entitled “
Quiet Forest” by Zhao Quingquan features a creek 

in a forest in a natural landscape

Bonsai Events CalendarBonsai Events Calendar

Date Event Details 

19 -25 March 
2018

NBPCA Bonsai Week 2018 Na onal Bonsai & Penjing Collec on Australia, Na onal 
Arboretum Canberra. 

20-23 July 2018 31st Australian Na onal Bonsai 
Conven on – Bonsai Exposed

Mantra Bell City, Melbourne. h p://www.aabcltd.org/next-
conven on/


